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I-NTRODUCTION
-The original objective c€. this project was to determine
the erfect of ~rying current intensity and electrode coating
composition upon tre spatter losses and porosity of arc welds
made by alternating current. This subject was suggested by the
Welding Research Council of tre Engineering Foundation, which
is a clearing house for welding research in order to avoid du-
plicati,on of worko Because no investigation of this subject
bas ever before been attempted, very little pertinent informa-
tion could be obtained rrom the literature.
It: was necessary to start with a reading campaign to
obtain a working knavled~ of t he field or ar-c welding and
of the au bject to be investigated. The next ste p was to ac-
quire a proficiency with the appar-abus sufficient to enable
production or welds of consis tent quality. The third phase
was the development of and experimentation with procedures
for arriving at quantitative conclusions. Because of the
limitation of time available, it bas been necessary to break
off further laboratory investieJ1 ti on bef'ore consistent and
rigorously checked results were obtained. What conclusions
are drawn are chiefly indio ative ot general trends which
aeene d to appear in the experimental results.
the other hanc\ are as complete and rigorous as
ble to make trem. The:refcr~ it bas been dec
Methcxls, on
it vias possi-
ed that the
methods of making these determinations should t.be theme
of this t:SP er in the hope that the investigations themselves
may later be pursued to complet:lon by others.
Definition of Spatter
The foremost authority on welding terminology, The Ameri-
can Welding Society, defines spatter less as, It the difference
in weight between the weight of electrode deposited and the
weight or electrode consume~ (melted).1t 6 The wei€tlt or
electrode deposited consists of the metal actually carrying
the s tresses of the joi nt , The weight or the electrode con-
sumed consists of the metal core of the e~rode Which is .
used to pr cdtn e the weJd. A popular concepti on which is ob-
tained from loose use of the term in periodicals is that
spatter is the .bur-n ed iron resulting from the sparks dis-
charged .from the arc. C. F. Keel holds the theory that iron
is actually vapor ized since t b8 temperature ·or tre arc is
apprOximately 36000 c. 1 He arri ves at this deductio n from
the quiet melting of iron by a torch at 15300 C and the violent
spattering resulting from increasing the temperature above
l7COoC. The still h1gher operation temperature of the electric
arc Lncr-eaaed tbe import ance and amount of this s patter loss.
'.
Definit 10n of Porosi ty
Porosity is defined by the Society as, "the presence of
gas pockets cr inclusions. It 6 Cavities result either from the
entrapment of gaseous oxides of carbon and sulfur or from t~
shrinkage of the metal upo n solidification. Trapped gasses are
under tremendous pressure .beca use of the temperature or the
molten metal and, tl:erefore, form a spherical cavity. Surface
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tension may also af'f'ect the .formation of' this spherical shape.
The low heat coniuctivity of the gas will keep it hot enough
and at a high enough pressure to resist the growth of crystals
during solidif'icat1on, and tleref'ore the spherical form will be
retained: in the solid metal. If there is excessive shrinkage
of the metal, cavities will f'orm analogous to blow boles and
pipes in castings."
Considerable difficulty in measuring porosity is encounter-
ed from the existence of nonmetallic inclusions within the weld
metal. These consist primarily of the combination of the in-
soluble oxide of' iron and its alloying elements with oxidized
silicon or silica to ferm a slag. Although the insoluble ox-
ides may exist 1n inclusions in the free condition, that is.
not combined with silica or othEl'slag forming compounds, this
is not usual The slag or free oxides have specifiC grav1 ties
Which may not dif'fer from that of the melt sufficiently to en-
able it to reach the surface of the molten weld metal before
solidification. Another source of inclusions is the slag
which is mechanicsJ.ly agitated wi th tie molten metal. in the
crater.
Restricting determinations to pores alone become a major
problem. The presence of' slag inclusions, blow hole cavities,
foreigp. matter on the surfaoe makes distinction of pores ex-
tremely import ant if" signifl~ant result s are to be obtained.
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PREPARA'I'-ION OF S FECIMENS
The original intention was to deposit a bead or we+d on
the sur~ace o~ a ~lat steel specimen and cut cross sections o~
the specimen Which would then be examined ~or pores. Because
of various di~ficulties in identifying pores with this proced-
ure, it was suggeat.e d by Dr. H. E. Koenig and Mr. Ray Magorian
that butt welds be nade using two separate piec~s ~ steel
joined by the 1!eld deposit. 'This, it was thought, wculd more
closely appcoach actual welding practice and possibly produce
distinguishable cavities which could be established as pores.
These butt welds were made, but the ~ecaution proved unnec-
essary as pores wer:'e later identi~ied in the original speci-
nans.
In order to enable cross section to be made, it was
necessary to reduce 4 by Ii ~oot sheet o~ 1/8 inch mild
steel originally available to a number o~ small specimens.
The sheet was cut into three strips apprOximately 4 by 1/2
~eat in dimensions by mans of' an acetylene cutting torch.
This device was necessary since there were no saws in the
laboratory capable of handling so large a sheet. The strips
were then reduced to small samples, originally 4i by 2i inches,
by a Robertson No.2 1927 modal mechanical hack saw. Later,
sample dixmnaions were changed to 4-3/4 by 3/4 Lncre a , two of'
these strips being used in each butt weld.
These operations involved in the cutting oi: welding
specin:ens were important 1n that they consumed some 35 per
cent o~ the tins spent on the laboratory project. It would
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Ibe well worth the t ime ~of any person continuing this project tol
give full and careful thought to the simplification of this
operation.
The selection of size of the:first series of samples was
purely guess wor-k, combining economy of matErial with the limit-
ations of the equd pnent available. A 2~ inch width of sIS cimen
was considered adequate to collect the l:ulk of the spatter loss-
es. The le ngth of' we ld usua lly produced by a rod was from 8 to
10 inches; however__~' the maxtmim width that could be cut by :the
mechanicB.l ba ck saw wit h a 12 inch blade was 4-3/4' inches.
When it was decided to make butt welds in 'place of the simple
be-ad and when it was concluded that the best xmthod of spatter
loss deterIl1:ina.tions did not require a wid.e specmen , the strips
were reduced to a 3/4 inch width. A futile att empt to increase
the mcuracy of spa.tt-er determinations was made by trying to in-
crease the length of the weld~ but this was halted by the limit-
ations of the mechanical hack saw.
Specimens that bad been cut by the torch and mechanical
.ha ck saw were left with ragged edges in the case of the former
and burs in the case of the.latter~ which..vera a hazard to
handll ng and accuracy. If the bur s should be chipped off in
later handl.Lng, changes in specimen weight would be caused,
which would introduce appreciable error into spatter loss cal-
culations. Therefore~ the cut edges of all specimens were
coarsely sanded on an Adolph Buchler belt grinding machine.
Whenthe specimens were pl:'epared~ it was necessary to
number them in order that there would be no confusion of results.
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The .fir st series was numbered...with chalk f'rom No. 1 to No. 27. r
However, because of' the considerable baniling .. _it was found that
'a chalk rmrk was too easily obll terated, am it became necessary
to keep the spe cLnens in a def'inite order mile removing slag
and spatter droplets, to avoid conf'uaf,on. Ai'ter this operation
the specimens were re -riumbered ,
A wax pe:nc 11 was auggs s ted !at e r .. but this numbering also
became indistinguishable because of' the hea~ of' the weld. This
method was used, ncwever , on all s-pecimens f'rom No. 41 to No.
98; and imrrediately after the specf.nen becane cool it was re-
number ed , Metal dies probably of'f'er the ideal method of' keep-
ing specf nene permanently tagged.
-6-
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WIRING DIAGRAM
Plate I
PRGCEDURE OF WELDING
The welding machine used was a Ward's Model 150,A.C. Arc
Welder designed ~or 220-230 volt line on 50 or 60 cycles. It
operates directly f'rom the power line and contains its own
trans~ormer • The nachf ne is typ ical of the ligp t-duty type
used in automobile garages.
Tre chie~ dif~ iculty o~ operation is in striking and main-
taining a stab la arc. The monentary short c1rcut t as tro arc
contacts the work drops the arc voltage almost to zero, and ·with
this trans ~or~r ty pe nacbios, the vo1tage re covery is not ~as t
enough to compensate for the rapid change in arc gap. The in-
ability of the voltage to keep pa ce with the sudden increase
in arc gap extingui shes tre arc. The rapid change of' arc gp.p
·is due to inabilityof' the hunan re~lex to counter the rebound
or the electrcde off the work. Howevelr',this difficulty y be
!'educed by the use of a lateral striking motion which lessens
the rate o~ change of arc gap perpendicular to the sur-race ,
and possibly reduces the period of contact of ele ctrode and
work. Th:is is important because prolonged contact o~ the e-
lectrode with the work will cause the electrode tip to ~use to
the v-ork as a result o~ the heat generated by the resistance o~
the contact. The small time o~ contact will also prevent the
electrcx:l.e sticking to the slag o~ a previous ~ld deposit i~
the arc is pr-ermture ly extingu1s hed ,
The dis advantage in using the lateral motion to strike the
arc is in reduced vis ibility. The window in the helmet is double
layer cobalt glass and permits only the brightest light to enter.
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WARD'S A. C. WELDER
Mexiel No. C 150
Serial No. 38-4458
Primary Coil Secondary Coil
Cycle 00 Volts
Volts 220 Open ZO
Amp 30 Arc' 20
1/2 hr Rating Amps
140 Amps ShCll:'t
Arc 150
Poss ible Amperage Combinatio ns
(Determined by pos Ltdon of bayonet plugs)
HieJ:l 150·~ J2 5~" 100~I- 75·:1- 60' 45 ZO 15
Low 140 115 90 65 50* 35 20 10
*Amperage sele cted for te st
Plate II
This makes it extremely diff ieult and sonetilm s impossible to
see the electr od.e or work before the arc is struck. HoweverI
in.st allation of a 150 watt bulb above the welding bench made it
possible to see the outline of smooth lmtallic objects if the
operator's position is such as to catch the glare of the light.
Even then the elctrode is not readiJ.;r visible, nor is the point
where it contacted the work•. As soon as the arc was struck, the
ilJllrediate vicinity of the weld is well lighted by the arc itself
ani the crater, arc &lP and jOints of the work are clear~
visible.
Electrical contact of the electrode with the work may be
prevented by the end being coated wi th a flux, \'bich has a high
resistance, thus preve ntd ng striking of the arc. A violent
blow on the work table is usually sufficient to shatter and re-
move the coating on the electrode tip'~
For an unknown reason, it is less difficult to strike an
arc on work that has been previously heated. Preheating may
renedy this dif'f iculty. On dirty work, such as that with a
surface covered with the oxidation products or paint, it is also
much ls.rder to strike an arc, possibl\v because of increased con-
tact resis ta ne e , Oxidation products from false start.s of a bead
should be cle ared away wi til a stiff wire brush att emptLng to pro-
cede.
Still anot her difficulty is with the small sample speci-
mens , which are not heavy enough to remain stationary on the
work table. Therefore, the work is fastened to the table by a
pair of ftc-clamps". It is essential to place these clamps on
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the very end of the specins·n in order that the weld can be made
along as much of t he length of the specimen as possible. Con-
siderable time is saved in fastening butt welds by using a third
clamp to hold the two apecLnens in position while the end clamps
were put in place.
It should be noticed ttat by shii'ting the position of the
bayonet plugs arc currents can be varied from 10 to 150 amperes
in irregular step as. shown in plateII. While naking practice
welds, it was noted that it was practically impoosible, with
the rods tested, to make a continuous weld using less than 35
amperes because of inability to strike and naintain the arc.
About EOamperes proved' to be necessary for satisfactory opera-
tion. Because of the limited time, the irregular series of
possible amperages, and the lower operational limit of about 50
amperes, only five amperages viere employed in the actual test
work. These were EO, 75, 100, 125 and 150 amperes.
At very high amperage, over about 125 amps, , the tendency
for the electrode to stick or be welded to the work is very
noticeable. This results from the heat produced by the excess-
ively high current at the contact of electrode am work, where
resistance is high. Another result of the excessive heat is
burning of the electr ode coating. This should occur more fre-
quentl3' in the case of electrodes with organic coatings.
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DETERMlNA TI Oll OF SPATTER LOSSES
Both a direct and an indi:re ct method for measuring spatter
losses have been devised and tested.
Methods of Detennination
The direct nethod consists of removing the slag from the
weld by peening and obtaining the weigpt of the sp ectnen , The
next step is to secure the specimen in a vise and chip off glob-
ules of wpattered nBtal which are on tm surface of tm specimen
with a cold chisel, then re -weigh the spe cf nen , The difference
in weight be ror-e and 'after chipping shouId g1. ve the weight of
the spat.b er-ed netal. Although this method is quite simple, its
value is reduced by unavoidable errors, which will be considered
below, and it produced no consistent or reasonable results •.
The indirect xmthod involves determining the difference in
weigt.lt of rod meta.l consumad and of rod netal deposited in the
weld. The weight of electr ode-metal consumed is obtained by
measuring the length of rod toolted immediate~ after the weld
is ns,de and multiplying by the weight of metal present per unit
length of rod. The wei 8lt of metal in a unit length of rod is
in each case the average of the :results of Eigp.ing an:l measur-
ing the length of sever al electrodes of each type, str1pped of
the jr coating. After the wel d is nade, it is peened, spatter
globules chipped off as befo:e, am the specLmanis agaLn weighed.
Gain in weight of the spe ct nen is aaaune d to te electrode metal
deposi ted 1n th e weld. Although this indirect method is more
complex, its errors are smaller and more easily controlled than
those of the "direct method".
-10-
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Unit Weight o~ Electrode
Errors in the determination of the unit weight of elec-
trcdes may be considered nen-existent. Measurement of the
length of the rod varied onl:y in the most rare and extreme
cases as much as 0.3 centi meters in a 14 inch rod length" as
was shown in ten s pe cdnens of each rod. The weights of three
rods" carefully selected" for equal length" were stripped of. .
their coo.ting and were us ed in the calculations. The coating
was stripped by chipping with a hanmer and removing the last
traces wit h a knit e and coarse emery cloth; It was assumed
that any mtal removed by the stripping operation 'M)uld be neg-
ligible" and the consistent results seem to verify this assump-
tion" since in all but two cases agreement in the v.eigpt o~
similar rods was wi thin 0.1 gram. The re suIts were averaged
and the unit weigh t of each rod-type calculated to three signi-
ficant figures. Because of the difficulty in measuring the hot
rod inmedlate ly aftS[' the weld was made, inaccuracies may have
been introduced here. However" this was done to prevent con-
fusion of data. Since the length of the rods" as shown by the
ten specimens measured" was so consistent the determined length
was aasuned 'for all reds of a given type used. This was later
justified by a description of the tolerances allowed in elec-
trode manufacture found in the welding literature.5
Errors of Weighing
The greatest errors introduced in spatter determinations
were introduced in weigtling. Because of the importance of time,
the obvious exist ence of other errors, and the orig1 nal intention
-11-
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to obtain only generally quantitative results, a simple labor- l
atozy "reagent balance was employed. This was accurate to 0.1 of
a gr am, Sl d was thought to be sufficiently accurate. However,
in the case of the direct method eSIBcially, the small size of'
the W9ld did not produce enough spatter loss to be weighed to
any degree of accuracy. Even with the direct I:Iethod, where
differences were larger, another error appeared in discrepancies
of' as much as 0.3 grams in repeated \\e igtling of' the same sample.
Thls was later reduced to 0.1 grams when a careful single detec-
tion system of' wei@:ling was used. The Use of a larger weld was
impossible due to nechan Lc aL limitations in preparing samples.
Errors of' Mechanical Loss
From the tremendous quantity of' s parks" that were observed
in tmking the weld, it would seem that a large error would be
introduced in the direct det ermination by mtal not retained
aoo weighed on t~e welded specimen. However, Mr. C. F. Keel
f!J1ve the dimensions of the spatter droplets as 0.002-0.004
inches in diameter It inches f'rom the weld puddle.2 These drop-
lets were collected in his work on a glass plate and were only
23%metallic iron, with the remainder iron oxide. Even before
this information was discovered, it was. thought that the losses
of spatt ered naterial beyond the edges of' the weld specimen
would not be significant, in view of the accuracy expected. This'
was due to some extent to the false concept that spatter loss
consisted only of' scatt ered metallic droplets. On the other hand,
the results obtained show a tremendous discrepancy between the
dire ct and indirect determinations of spatter loss on welds made
under 'identical conditions.
The dimensions of spattered particles will obviously de-
crease at greater distances from the arc. The density of scat-
tered globules of n:etal at one Lreh from the weld was about five
to ten particles per square inch of horizontal surface. If Mr.
Keel's results may be relied upon, the amount 'of n:etal lost over
tl)e edge of the specimen should not be appreciable when total
,netalloss was about 0.25 gr ams per inch of weld. The:refore,
this los s d:1d not account for I gram dis crepancies between
spatter loss es messured by the direct and indirect n:ethods far
similar ?e1ds.
Import ance of: Oxidation Loss
Oxidation losses m~ contribute appreciably to the dis-
crepancy of results since the indirect neth od eliminates this
factor completely. The temperatur-e of operation, being above
that necessary to volitize the metal, promot.ea cbsmtcaL reac-
tions to incredible 'speed. The violent agitation of the crater
of molten metal below the tip of 'the rod scatters iron beyond
the protective atmosphere of the electrooe coating. The minute-
ly divided metal droplets so scattered expose a tremendous sur-
face area to their Lmnedfabe atmosphere. Both of these factors,
higp. temperatur e and great surface area, are ideal for rapid
chemical reacti on. Whether this reaction will be oxidation by
the oxygen in air or whether the reducing atmosphere produced
by the electrode coating will reduce oxidation to low values is
open to conjecture. Note, however, that oxidation of spattered
material may increase results in the direct method, but it should
-13-
~n no way a.:f'fect results by--the indirect method. However, use \
of coa toed electrodes show a reduction of' spatter losses from 10
to 5 per cent of metal consumed in normal cases. These results
were also taken fro mMr. Keel' s work.
Effe ct of Ele ctrode Lip
Such res ult s seem to su ggest that oxldati on in some way
accounts for about half the sIB tter loss normally encountered
when using tare electrcrles. However, Profess or M. Smith sug-
gests that confining effect of the lip of electrode coating is
-responsible for this reducti on in spattet' loss. This is support-.
ed by the st ate ments of the Metal and Thermite Corporation, which
states there is no oxidatio n with heavy mineral coating elec-
trodes.4 This does not exclude oxidation as a factor of spatit.ez-
loss, but it dO~EI_!lphasize the importance of the influence of
the projecting lip o:f electrcrle coating.
The importanc e of this effect dena rds a more detailed ex-
plana.tion of the phenomenon. The Lnt e- ior o:f the arc consists
o:f a core containing volitized and possibly ionized iron, which
conducts the tulk of the .electric current. SUITounding this is
the arc stream composed of droplets of molten metal. The outer
layer consi sta of' a reducing atmospher e of gass es sueh as carbon
monoxide and hydrogen, plus molten droplet of silica. The molten
metal in the core of theelectrode will form minute projection at
the bas e of which they will be thr own acr-es s the arc by the
"pinch effect. It This phenomenon is caused by the high current
at the narrow base of the droplet which ia contracted still more
by magnetic effects until the droplet is pinched off the electrode
-14-
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core. The function of the .J.ip of' coating which may extend 1/161
of an inch beyond the electrcxie core is to deflect molten drop-
Lets of metal to the crater and prevent their escape through
the €JlS eous envelope.
Even more important as a source of error in the direct
method was the loss of metallic globules which were not weLded
to tre mrk. These particles were easily removed duri ng peening
and th eir weight would not be recorded in the dire ct determina-
tion. The average weight of slag and any unwelded particles for
five welds was 0.5 grams. Of this only a small fraction shou+d
be assumed to be unwelded neta L, However, al though this error
would be consider able in the case of the dire ct method, it was
eliminated i·n the indirect method.
By similar re asoning, the weight of slag retained in the
crevices of the weld was not important, although it tended to
reduce appar-errt spatter in tie indjre ct method. Bub the error
did not exist in the direct netnod , since the error was weighed
twice and cancelled. However, the amount of slag actually re-
taited after peening and lrush ing the weld was very small and-
be caus e of its low spe cific gravity' - it s v.e i@:lt was assumed to
be negligible.
From the above dis cuss Lon it should be cle ar that the in-
direct system gives the closer approximation to true spatter los-
ses. Comparison of results presented in tables I and II will
confinn this conclusion.
Description of Electrodes
of too three rod s used, the Fleetweld No. 7 is an A.C. rod.
-15-
Spatter Loss Deteminat io ns
. Direct Method 1st Series
Speci menwt a , in grams
Specimen A.fter After Metal
Peening Chipping Chipped
No. 1 105.9 105.9 - 0.0,
!t 2 119.4 119.3 :: 0.1
It 3 113.4 113.4 = 0.0
It 4 122.2 122.2 :: 0.0
It 5 U6.0 116.0 ::a 0.0
Speci men numbers 1 to 5 aJ.l made wi th 3/32 inch Fleetwe 1d
rod number 7 at 60 amperes.
Plate _v
Sp3..tter Loss DeterminatiD ns
Direct Method 2nd Serie s
Spe ci men wts. in Grams
After After Metal
Specimen Amperes Peening Chipping Chipped
No. 17 100 109.8 109.4 = 0.4
No. 18 100 12 5.4 125.1 = 0.5
No. 19 100 114.5 113.5 :. 1.0
No. 21 18) 121.7 120.8 = 0.9
No. 22 150 121.5 120.4 = 1.1
Speci~ns numbe n 17 to 22 all made with 1/8' Fleet Weld rod
number 5.
Plate VI
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used in two sizes, and the-Fleet weld No.5 is a D.C. rod sold
as a war-time substitute for A.C. welding. Fleet weld is a trade
narm applied by t~ Lincoln Electric Company to special all PUX'-
pose type electrodes. Fleet weld No. 7 and Marquette Brown are
both coatecl--w1:'thtanmineral coatings and from their behavior
apparently contain arc stabilizaI's. The Fleet weld No.5 has
the appearance of an organic coating consisting of'cellulose
and inorganic fluxes. These coatings were not analyzed because
or limitations of time.
Effect of Impuritie s
The presence or various alloying elements in the steel rod,
manganese and silicon in particular, will lower the volitization
temperature of steel. This might explain the in~erent character-
isti-c or certain electrodes to produce excess ive spatter. How-
ever, the electrodes used in these determinations were selected
for a core composition as close as possible to that of the work
to eliminate the influxing of adding foreign alloying elements.
Arc stabilizers such as titanium and iron oxides present
in the flux coating will exert considerable influence on the
spatter effect by reducing the degree of agitation of the crater.
Importance of Arc Length
Length of arc also affects spatter loss. Gradual increase
of the arc gap w1ll increase its resistance and voltage whereas
the current will be decr-eaaed , In this type of transformer
machine, this may occur in spite of the fixed pos~tiO n of the
ba.yonet plugs. Such a reduced current may be a.bleto reduce
the controlling effect of the arc stream on the globules and
-16-
QUALITATIVEARCCHARACTERISTICS
lIB inch Fleet weld No. 7 Electrode
Specin:en Amperage Ease of strildng Stability
No. 15 35 Very d if fic u It unstable
It 14 45 Very dif fi cu It Unstable
" 13 50 Difficult Unstable
tt 6 60 Dif'fi cult Stable if weav-
ed
n 7 65 Easy It
It 8 75 Easy It
It 9 9) Easy. tt
tt 10 100 Easy It
n 12 115 Easy It
n 11 125 Easy Stable
Plate X
QUALITATIVEARCCHARACTERISTICS
1/8 inch Fleet weld No.7 Electrode
Spec1men Amperage Renarks .
6162 5J None
6364 75 u
6566 100 It
6768 125 Electrode coating burned
6970 150 tt ft It
1/8 inch Fleet weld No.5 Electrode
Specimen Amperage Rermrks
7172 50 Unstable Arc
7374 75 It It
7576 100 " It
7770 125 Electrode burned
7980 150 Ele ctrcde burned unstable
arc
1/8 inch Marquette Brown Electrode
Specinen Ampera~ Renarks
8182 50 Hard to start
8384 75 Stable
8586 100 It
8788 125 Stable burned electrode
8990 150 Unstable burned elactrode
Pla~ XI
volitilized metal. A longer arc gap will require a longer pro-
jection of coating beyond the core if the same confining influ-
ence is to be maintained. Since this lip will not increase with
the arc length excessi ve spatter results.
Maintenance of a constant arc gap is ~ theref'ore~ so import-
ant in producing consistent re sults that an automatic welding
bead could we11 be employed to reduce the errors introduced by
the human variable. A·device for projecting the arc's image
on a screen would also aid deductions with respect to the be-
hav~ar of tm arc.
-17-
INTERPRETATION-OF SPATTER LOSS RESULTS
In the first series of' spatter determinations in which all
specimens were subjected to the same conditions, it may be seen
__.-r
that the percent Lcaae s may vary as much as 12%from the mean.
This proves that the determine. tions are indicati ve rather than
consistent. However, it should be remembered that the Fleetweld
rod number 7 which was used was the 3/32 inch sizeo From later
results, it can be seen that for the same coating with a larger
diameter rod, a smaller spatter los s was obtained. This may be
explained by the pr obe.bility that the amperage used was excessive
for the anaLl, rod •
. In the second series of we~d9with Fleetweld number 7, a 1/8
inch rod was used, and ::p attar losses were at a minimumat the
amperage r-econmended far this rod by its manufacturers. This
may be dte to the stability of the arc, which seened to be at a
maximumat amperages where spatter losses \\ere minimized. The
influence of arc stability was a direct result of the mineral
coating and of too presence of stabilizing agents in the coat-
ing. Depa.rture from the optimum curr-ent resulted in decreasing
arc sta bilit y and increasing spatter Loases ,
Both series of ~lds with Flee tweld Nuniber 5 were made with
1/8 inch rod, and here spatter losses reached a maximumat about
the ampsr-agee r-ecommerded by the manufacturer fer best results
in it s us e. However, 100sea fell off at higher amperages I where
the arc became mare stable.
An investigati on of' the length of the Up of electrode
cooting, which may become longer at higher amperages should
prove helpful in understanding the above results. As previously
-18-
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expkaf ned, a longer lip will-exert greater· control on the arc
stream. On t 1» othe r band, since this rod appears to be coated
wi th little or no mineral or arc stabilizers, and si nce it was
interned by the manufacturers for D.C. use, although it was sold
by a jobber for A.C. use, the optimum amperage may not correspond
to the, normal operational range.
Although the Marquette Brown rod appears to be mineral
coated, its spatter losses and lack of arc stability are much the
same as Fleet~ld No.5, but to a slightly less extent. This
could be explained 'by the presence of a mineral coating with
little or no arc stabilizers. There is a possibility that the
Marquette Brownelectrode was also a D.C. rod sold for A.C. use.
-19-
POROSITY MEASUREMENTS
The usual method of determining the porosity of castings'
is to determine the specific ~avity of the castings and compare
it to that of solid metal. Since this would require a determin-
ation of volume by the displacement of a liquid, and since the
order of magnitude of porOSity is only apprOximately 0.1% of
.
the tot al volume in a casting,' this would necessi ta te very accu-
rate weighings of specimens of the order of 1000 grams in
weight.5 Also to be considered are the inherent errors in such
a system, for instance in the determination of water volume,
which would be in error because of surface tension effects when
so small a spec imen is used. The origi nal, impurit Les and in-
herent porosity of too metal welded and slag inclusions in the
weld itself would all add to the appar-ent porOSity of the speci-
men tes ted. Such a method applied to porosity determinations in
weld is apparently imppactical, although it allows interesting
speculation.
After the weld had been made and the slag had been remov-
ed by peening, spatter losses were determined and the specimens
were renumbered. Porosity in terms of area seemed to be the
only practical method' of making quantitative measurements. This
method can be expre ssed as the percentage of a gt ven area cover-
ed by pores. The re xt problem was to obtain a representative
cross section of the weld for neasurd ng porosity.
The method necessary depended on the distribution of por-
osity throughout the weld. If the voids were segregated with
respect to the surface, core or boundaries of the weld, or along
-20-
the length of' the weldl a single representative cross section
could not be obtained. An average of many cross sections of
each weld would have to be taken to obtain significant results.
Types of Cavities
Another important factor was the discovery of cavities of
three distinct4 different classificationsl based upon dimension
of the cavity. The largest of these cavities was large. enough
to be termed blow holes and had· a mininum diameter of 0.015
rom. In some exceptional cases, they ranged up to 1.0 mm, dia-
rmter~ and were distinctly visible to the naked eye. They were
found to be erratically distributed along the length of the
weld or at the intersection of the .weld metal and work in welds
showing under cutting. It was also noticed that the blow holes
were found in segment s of the weld that had not received a con-
t lnuou s smooth bead during fus io n,
Blow holes are much the same as pipes in castings. This
is be cause the contracting ns tal leaves jagged cavi tie s occupi-
ed only by incidental gass es from the surrounding metal. The
term blow hole is, however, misused in the literature since it
refers only to a shrinkage cavity.
Moderate sized cavitie s of the order of 0.005 mm, diameter
are usually accepted as pores. These were found to be uni-
formly distributed throughout the length of the weld. In cross
aec tLon, hosev ee , a small amount of segregation was noticed,
although not consistently in all apeoIrrens at various distances
from the surface of the weld.
Pores are usually due to the included gasses produced by
the oxidation of impurities such as carbon and sulfur during
-21-
'\'Ielding. These gasses are f.ormed at tremendous temperatures anti
are con£ined under a pressure equal to the atmospheric plus that
of the melt. Therefarel the rubble that is formed in the molten
metal assumes a spherical shape due to surface tension; and it
tries to escape to the surface by differential specif'ic gravity.
As the gas bubble nears the chilled surface, cooling may solid-
ify the nelt before the gp.s can escape , The result is a pore.
It is poas Lbke , and in fact most probable, that the con-
tracting metal will distort the shape of the cavity somewhat.
However, only in the Ia rger cavities is this effe ct noticeable.
Blow holes or pipes, therefore, are usually of' irregular out-
line in contrast to the spherical shape of pore s ,
The smallest class of cavities is of such small dimensions
tha t the area of' the indi vidual void is not resolved by the lens
combination of' 1175 x. Resemblance of' the density of' these
micro-cavities to the actual por-osLtiy indicates some sort of
relation to porOSity. These cavities, vhich are aome tdnea term-
ed Itpin hole If pore a , will be re f'err ed to in this papee as
"micro-pores". (The term "pin hole pore" is used in foundry prac-
tice rather loosely). Whether the voids are micro shrinkage cav-
ities or actual micro-pores is unknown. Siooe _this piper will
teu cn but lightly on this subject, tmy will be assumed to be a
form of' porosi ty. The number of micro-pores pEr unit area - or
density - was found to increase in the vicinity of pores of
moderate sizes, pirticularly in welds made with higher empe r-ages ,
Consideratio ns of' Sampling
Bearing in mind variations in type and distribution of'
voids, it was necessary to develop a suitable neth od of sampling
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the experimental welds. To ~obtain representative results con-
cerning blow h01e porosity_ a large number of cross sections per-
pendicular to the length of the weld or more than one section
along the length of the weld would be required. Both sampling
methods were undesirable because of the lar~ amount of labor
and ti~ they would require for preparation. However, one spec-
i~n was sawed length-wise through the weld and polished down
to ftOOOO"ermry paper in order to observe quanti tati vely the
extent of segregation of pores along the weld.
The original intention of the investigation was to measure
the area of such coarse blow holes by extensive sampling. How-
ever _ becaus e the sampling problem was so difficult and because
such ;Large void result chiefly from faulty welding technique
rather than from the nature of the welding rod used, it was de-
cided to exclude blow ho Le porosity from future neasur-enerrt a ,
In view of the uniform distribution of mcxierate size pores
observed along the length of the weld, a single representative
eros s section normal to t he length of the weld was considered a
satisfactory sample for masurement of this type of porosity and
also was indicative of tJ::e concentration of' porosity in the var-
ious parts of the weld's cross sect:1o n ,
(
still another methcd of' increasing the number of' available
samples was cons idered. In place of' t he time-consuming sawing
operation, a second grinding could be given the first section
examined to produce a new surface immediately adjacent and par-
allel to the first. ~he first objection to this was that the
surfaces examined would be too near each other to g1ve a repre-
sent ation of the enti re length of t he weld. The next objection,
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that or plastic deformation of the metal, was of utmost import-
ance and will be discussed in detail since it applied to any
method of specimen preparation employing Tine polishing -.
Procedure of Grinding and Polishing
Ir c old work by fine polishing of' the surface of a cross
section causes the metal to become plastic, any porosity deter-
minations following such distortion will be misleading. The
.friction involved in polishing operations terds to cause the
metal to flow in contrast to the tearing action of coarse
grinding. However, the mild steel used for the work and alloy
weld metal are relatively hard and should not yield appreciably
to this phenomenon of plastic flow. Yet it is acknowledged that
this ractor can possibly lead to an important error in quantita-
ti ve measurement of cavities in cases where polishing ·is neces-
sary for preparation of the surfaces·examined.
After a suitable cross section had been cut, it was neces-
sary to know howfine a grind and polish would be required to
allow accurate measurements of porosity. Enoug1lof the scratches
from coarse grinding shruld be removed to permit pores to be
clearly vis ible • However, to 0 fine a grind or polish wastes
time and may 1e ad to concealment of fi ne pores through flow of
metal in the surfac e layers.
To obtain an accurate comparison of the effect of various
grinding condi tions on welds with heter ogeneous poros ity, the
same rretal section was examined after each of several stages
of griming with successively finer abrasives. If the same sur-
face was examined after each grirxiing stage, the porosity would
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be the same; but apparent porosity Should increase due to the
eliminating of. confUsing scratches. The minimumChan@ein ap-.
parent porosity between grinding operations should give the
optimum polish.
To examine the same area with a nagnification of 205 x,
even with a nechanac a.L stage and reference points on the speci-
nen such as inter sections of too we ld and work, was not practi-
cal due to the changes in the position and shape of the refer-
ence point s after each gr-inding operati on. To insure measure-
lOOntof the same area after each step, a deep scratch was na.de
across the ground surface of the center line of the weld. With
an eyepiece micrometer, the density of porosity was measured
over an area as long as the scratch and as wide as the gr aduab «
ed field, ata distance bali' the width of t be field to one side
of the scratch. This measurement was repeated over a strip 0.1
mm, long after each grinding operation, and the results were
tabula ted in plate XVI.
However, the surface resulting from griming with emery_
"000" was decidedly different in appearance from that produce .
by emery IlOO". Even with sue h a fi ne abrasive, it seemed that
the surface previously examined was so completely removed by
abrasion that the porosity of the area was changed.
Although it might be thought that the porOSity of all
cross sections Should be the same, this will only prove true
when the er-oss secti on is large enough. Whent he actual por-
osity lOOasuremantsW6r'e made, a strip as long as 10 mm, were
measured, and upon checking four cases, an error of 516 was found
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to be usual. This error was found on areas in too vicinity
of the original determination, and it was thought that this
would serve as an accurate check on consistency determina-
tiona on new surface s ,
Fortuna tely, nOO" emery had removed enough scratches to
permit cavities of even micro-dimensions to be clearly visible
at 512 x, the highest power to be us ed in specimen examination.
The slight extra clarity produced by "000" emery did not justify
the addi tional tine re quired on lmny speci~ns.
To prevent mutilation of emery paper and the aluminum
oxide polishing wheel, it was necessar,r to remove jagged edges
am burrs on the specimen by using a belt grirrler before polish-
Lng, Care was necessary to prevent forming a sccrched or round-
ed surface, which wruld interfere with polishing and examination.
A final polish on the aluminum oxide wheel following grinding
down to nOOn emery gp.ve an additional luster to the ape cdnen
which aided examination, particularly at h1~r powers, by pro-
duci ng a 11ghter background.
Removal of polishing alumina from the surface of the spec-
imen could not be done by washing a.Lone, water or alcohol had
a tendency to leave an extrelmly fine film of the polishing
media unless the surface was wiped wi th a cloth. Soft lintless
-
cotton pr-oved to be more satisfactory than absorbent cotton"
which left fibers in the unsmoothed edges of the weld.
Although a wash with ethyl alcohol is usually 'considered
necessary to prevent oxidation, it was applied only to a few of
the most recent specimens. However, no unetched specimen that
had been thoroughly dried by wiping has sinc e shown the slight-
. -26-
COMPOSITION OF ETCHANTS
All percentages are by volume to make up proper compon-
ents by graduatesl•
Special Etcba nt~
HN03
25%
Ettwl Alcohol
50%
Use cold for 10-20 seconds recommended
strong HCI Etcbant7
HCI
50%
Use hDt for 30 minutes
Weak HN03 Etcnant
HN03
5%
Ethyl Alcohol
95%
Use cold fer 20 seconds
Plate XIII
,st indic ation of tarnish.
Effect s of Etchants
The first set of weld specimens was treated with etchants
especially recommended by various authorities to clarify poros-
ity.l The compositio ns of these reagents are gl. ven in plateXIII ..
Imnediately afteretching, a rinse in warm water and two rinses
in denatured alcoh:>l were used to remove the etchant.
Upon examination of the etched surfaces at 50 x, it was
discovered that the etch clearly revealed the outline of the
weld, and at 100 x to some extent outlined the grain structure
of the metal. At t be time,it was thought that it would be nec-
essary to neasure the entire anea of the weld in addition to the
total area of all the pores in the weld. At 50 x this would
have been pI' actical. and would have eliminated errors due to in-
tensificati on of porosity in certain portions of t be weld.
Near the boundaries of the weld and work, it was noticed
that the surface was densely' populated with dark spots ot; pin
bole dimensions. However, there was no evidence that the spots
were pores or, if por-es , that the pores res ulted from welding -
especially since there was no sign of porosity in too same areas
before etching.
AlthoueP the "speciallt and "we ak nitric acid" etchants
\vere especf aLly used because they were not expected to attack
grain boundaries or slag inclusions, their use seemed to intro-
duce uncertainties, especial~ when it was impossible as yet
to po sLtLveIy identify any cavity smaller than a blow hole. Even
aftEl:" it was poss ibls to identify very small cavities etchants
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QUALITATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF WELD (I)
Speci al Etchant
spe cmen Time 1n
Number Seconds
No. 1 10 ' Can't distinguish weld from work - no pores
It 2 00 Weld easily distinguiShed tt "
It 3 30 It It " It If
II 4 40 n " It It it
" 5 20 It It n· It It
Specimens washed in distilled water, then alcohol polish on
optical sanding machine examined at 32 x.
Plate XIV
QUALTITATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF WELD (II)
Degree of Etch Tine Wash Remarks
€!J'ind
laa "0000" No pores
lbb It - It
lcc It - It
2aa rough grind special 15 sec. alcohol Few pores 'near .edge
2bb It It 20 tr It Mare fI It It
2cc It It 25 It It Most It It It
3aa It 50% HCI 10 min. It Ruined
3bb It I~ 20 It It It
3cc It It eo It
4aa It special 40 sec. H2O alcohol 2 blow holes
4bb It It 35 It It 1 bridging
4cc It ::0 " It None
5aa It f:IJ%HCI 10 " " \Veld indistinguishable
5bb It n 20 It It It "
5cc It It 30 It It n It
3aaa It It 60 It It Weld distinguishable
3bbb n " ]20 it It It "
3ccc It It 180 It It It It
5aaa It 40 " It Weld indistinguishable
5bbb tt It B) It it 11 "
3aaaa nOOO" 5% RN03 15 It " Good pores
3bbbb It II eo It It " It
5aaaa It It 45 It If Claar pores
5bbbb It t~ 8 u It None
Plate XV
DETERMINATION OF GRINDING SIZE
Grinding Stage Porosity
RougJ::tgt'ind 0.71
"
It lit emery 2.51
It0" II 0.68
troo" " 0.63
tlOOOIt u 0.44
Plate XVI
DETERMINATION OF GRINDING SPEED
Average Change in
Length of Loogth of Dimension
Work in-om. Work in om.
a b
3.10 3.11 3:;'11
3.09 3.09 3.09 0.02
3.08 3.06 3.07 0.02
3.08 3.04 3.06 0.01
3.075 3.04 3.00 0.00
3.075 3.01 3.04 0.02
3.06 2.99 3.03 0.01
3.04 2.98 3.01 0.02
0.10 Tota1 Dimension
Change
Tota1 Dimens10n
Chan~e • 0.10 • 0.00105 om. f!J' oundTota:rixoo --rro seoond
Change.
P]aire XVII
aeened mor-eto nask than clap-ify the voids. On the basis of
these later, .mor-e pos iti ve , results etching was eliminated from
the procedure, and all later speciroons wer~ examined as polish-
ed.
Identification of Peres
As has been xmntioned before, while neaaur-Lng the fir st
serie s of welds, there was no assunnc e that apparent cavitie s
were pores produced by shrinkage or the inclusion of gasses
in the weld. The possibility of slag inclusions and foreign
particles on the polished aur race were the chief causes of un-
certainty in identifying pores. This was eSp3cially true when
the etchant had dissolved the included slag or oxide particles,
leaving a pore-like cavity.
The fir st att empt to prove the presen ce of cavi ti es was
made by producing a scratch over a sus pe cte d void wi th a sharp
instruroont sueh as a needle. If the scratch was interrupted,
a void would e nst; if continuous, a non-metallic inclusion
would be evide nt • The needle was aIs 0 used to try to not ic e
the resistance offered by a projection to further motion of
the needle as it became lodged in the cavity. The experimenter's
sense of t ouch was notcfsufficient ly delicate to not ice any re-
sis tance except from blowhole s , which were large enough to be
seen by the naked eye. Although this met hcd was too cr-ul e for
extensive examination, it h ea been successfully employed; and
its objective in this case was' only to establish proof of the
existence of cavities of micro-dimensions. However, while ex-
amining the second and third series of welds, several methods
of dis tingui shing pore s ty pure ly optical methods and witih a
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reasonable degree ?f certainty were developed.
The most important discovery of the entire project was
the a:.i vantage of us ing a higper magni.fication, about 1462 x,
not because it was used to determine the actual area o.f poros-
ity, but because this magnification resolved cavities so clear-
ly that all but the so-calle d micro-pores could be positi vely
identified as cavities simply by visual examination.
By using what might be called a "r ocus technique" it was
observed, espe cially with short foe aI-length, high pOYer ob-
jectives that various areas, at different depths within a
cavity,' would come into focus successively as the distance from
the specimen to objective was increased or decreased. An ob-
vieus cavity, for example, would have its center in much sparp-
er focus at a very short specimen to lens distance, whereas
the edges of the cavity would be in sharp focus only with a
greater distance between the lens and the surfaces of the weld.
This, of course I was due to the depth of the cavity and the
very limited "depth of fo cus" available at high magnifications.
A pa r-tLcLe of foreign rmtter I such as dirt I on th e surface
would, on the othEr hand I exhibit the opposite phenomenon, its
center coming into sharp .focus at shorter r ather than longer
lens to specimen distances than were required for its edges or
the general level o.f the polished surface. In contrast, slag
inclusions, which would polish flush with the surface, would
focus the ent ire areao.f the inclusion on one leve 1. This dis-
covery proved most useful, for all that was now necessary to
distinguish dirt and slag inclusions .from cavitie s was to de-
ter-mine which direction of ro.,tation of the fine focusing adjust-
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nerrt short ened the dist an.ce from lens to specimen; and , after
focusing on the level of the polished surface, to determine
which dire ction of rotation brought the center of the suspect-
ed void into clear focus. It vas als 0 found that only with the
lo~r magnifications, around 100 x was the depth of focus so
great that a slight rotation of the fine adjustn:ent would not
appreciably alter the appearance of a cavity. Because of this
and the limited p:>wer of the calibrated eyepiece used, a magni-
fication of 205 x was used. This magnification was low enough
to allow convenient examination of the polished surfaces, and
still high enough to allow a clear distinction between voids
and other surface feature s which mi@:lt be confused with them.
Pt order to facilitate identification of pores in ques-
tionable cases, a 25 x eyepiece was used far auxiliary examina-
tion. This was rea(li ly done at m e the tube of the instrwnent
used fitted all eyepieces available, and when high power ex- .
amination was desirable, the microneter eyepiece could be re-
placed by the 25 x lens in a natter of s ecord s and without dis-
turbing the specimen. An unusuaLl.y fine focus was necessary
with the high power , but there was no need for any other ad-
justlOOnts.
The fir st set of we Ids examined was found to reveal
what were thought to be cavities much more clearly when an ob-
lique lieJ:lt ing syst em, using clear white light re fJ.ected from
the sloping surfaces of the spectne n into the microscope, was
nade. However, in order to use higher power magnifi catio n, it
Vias necessary to return to tle usual method of vertifal llghting
since oblique light cruld not ent e»- the gap between the speci-
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~n and a high powered objecti ve of short .focal length. With f
the \ertical lighting system, it was noticed that cavities gen-
erally appeared as dark rings wi th a ragged-edged, bright
center. This eff ect was attributed to re.fle ction from the a,l-
most flat area at the bottom of any rounded cavity in -a surface
normal to the axis of sight. Studying this effect, two further
observations were made. The first was that dust particles on
the surface would not pr-oduce such an effect, since they al-
most invariably bad no flat surface nor-naL to the axis of
sigpt. The second was that the effect appeared only in caviti-
es with somewhat flat bottoms, that is, spherical cavities.
Although, supposedly, the cavity caused by entrapped gasses
should be spherical, it is evident that the spherical shape
might be altered by grain growth during solidificatio n or by
contraction of the solid state during cooling. Since at least
90%... and this is only an estinate " based on experience in
the present investiegation - of the cavities found are non-
spherical in shape, the value of tm ring-like image in dis-
ti nguishing pores is minor. However, the nethod does aid in
identifying slag inc Ius ions which always show up as a solid
dark area.
While examining the third set of welds, both oblique and
vertical illumination were used simultaneously. It was found
that the oblique lighting, which could be used readily with
205 x ma~tfication revealed detached particles on the sur-
face with a flesh-colored outline, which stood out against
the light gr-een background produced by the green filter. ~hi
filter was used to reduce the glare of the vertical ilIum!
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~ion method. Another advanta~ of the double lighting tech-
nique was t be ability to change lighting combinations rapidly
and obtain more than one basLs for decision in tre cases of
questionable cavitie a , This was particularly import ant in
identifying voids of large cross-sectional area. However, the
obli que lighti ng was at a suffic ient angle, rougply 100 from
the horizontal, to produce an effect approaching that of dark
field illumina tio n, Theref'ore , it would outline only one
edge of a cavity or a particle of dust, al thouetl some trans-
lucent 1'0 rei €f1 natter Vi.Ouldappear iridescent. By kaeping in
mind the direction of the light source and the fact that the
field was inverted as viewed, it was easy to di stlngulsh cav-
ities :.'rompro jecti ons and loose particles on the surface.
The idea was adopted from technique of aerial photography.
Nothing that lighting can do, however, can aid in dis-
tinguishing slag inclusions except'that, under vertical il-
lumination, they are usually consistently dark, wi th very small
pin points of light in the dark area. These pin points of
light are of about the sam dimension as micro-peres •.
To .facilitate dja ti.nguishing cavitie s from slag inclu-
sions and foreign pa r-t LcLea, it was suggested by Dr. A. E.
Koenig that pores might be "painted". Following this sugges-
tion, a specLnenweld, gr ound to "oort emery, and lightly pol-
ished on the aluminum oxide wheel, was gent ly rubbed on a
f'elt-covered block snea red wi th a past e of rouge. However,
examination under va:'tieal illumination, using a green filter,
showed up the rouge-f'illed cavities only as black areas in-
distinguishable from slag incl"tlSions. The use of white light
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gave similar disappointing. results because the color of the
rouge did not appear brilliant enough to be distinguished from
the dark outline of the cavity. Another disadvantage of the
coloring operation was the difficulty involved in obtaining a
surface complete free of rouge particles, vb ich could themselves
be confused with pores. Therefore, the method of coloring the
cavities was discarded.
Measurenent of Porosity.
As has aIr eady be en discussed, porosity was measured in
percentage of a given area occupied by pores. Such a measure-
ment would require using a microscope and some type of eyepiece
micrometer for measuring area.
Two types of eyepiece micrometers were available. One was
a Filar Micrometer, with a ]2 x Iens I a graduated transparent
seaLe, and cross hairs mich could be moved along the scale to
any poi nt on the diameter of the fie Jd of vie w. The other
micrometer was corre cted for 100 x when us ed wi t h a 16 mm, ob-
ject1 ve and a tube 215 nm, in length. It contained a trans-
pare nt, circular disk on which were etched eight rectangular
lattices, each of which was nade up of squares of progress-
ively smaller area and any of which could be brrught individu-
ally into the .field of vi ew by rotating the disk. This device I
cross section of metallic gr-ains from 0.0001 in. area.per grain
to 0.000061 in.2 area per grain. Although the eyepiece as
originally designed for us e wit h a 16 mm. objecti ve lit was
decided to use it with objecti ves of higher power in measur-
I
known as a grain siz e eyepiece, was designed to measure the
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ing porosity, since its graduations could be considered unit
areas. The pONer of the eyepiece lens was fouro. by comparison
with other lenses to be about 10 x ,
With eyepiece t~ maximummagnificati on which could be
obtained with the available objective lenses was 1462 x. How-
ever, upon using the higpast power objecti ves available , it was
found that at this magnification too fi eJd was badly dis torted
by spherical aberration. An 8 mm, objective was found to give
tre optimum compromise between high ma.gnification and wide field
without seriouS distortion. The need fer a wide field of view
is evident from the importance of covering a large area of the
weld in order to obt ain a s ample large enough to ~ ve consistent
resultL in porooity n:easurements. In contrast, it was necessary
to have a high power nngnification in order to distinguish
•
pores from, slag incl1;s ions •. For the sake of the quality of the
determination, it was decided to use the highest magnification
which would gi ve afield free of dis tortion. As mentioned be-
fore, the power could be increased for questionable cases by
usi ng a 25 x eyepiece.
All microscopic examinations were made with a Bausch and
Lombstandard compound microscope. Specimens were mounted in
clay on flat stee 1 holders. To facilitate handling, a mechanic-
al stage was used on all specLmens , and some difficulty was en-
countered with wide s pe cdmens, which were too large to fit.
Althougp the specimen could have been mounted di agonally in the
clay base, with such mounting rectilinear movement of the mech-
anical stege could not easil.v follow the edges of the weld.
Since t his was desirable to expedite orentation of the weld
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before examination, the 'large specLnens were trimmed by grinding.
Another important decision had to be made before actual
porosi ty measurements could be um er taken, In all but the very
last neasure menbe , which v.ere nade on the mlds numbered 7172
to 8990, a strip on the center line from top to bottom of the
section of the weld was examined for porosity, usually with the
edge of the field at view following a fine scratch made especial-
ly to 1nsure that the length of tre area covered was at right
angles to t he edge of the work. Hovlever, after most of the
measuren:ents had been made, it was noticed that the porosity
of a weldwhich shows incomplete penetration might vary some-
what with depth from the weld surface. Thereafter, measure-
ments Vi3re made along a strip parallel to the surface of the
weld along a dir ect line betwee n the two intersections of the
weld and the surface of the wolk on each side of the weld.
Although this area mtght have a less regular distribution of
cavities, due to its proximity to the surface of the weld, it
would cover no area in which weld metal was not present, as may
have DeC urred in cas es of insufficient penetration with the
examined area normal to the surface.
Actual neasur-ementa of pores within the area were made by
adjusting the mechanical stage so that the appropriate grain
size lattice appeare d just inside the intersection of the sur-
faces of the m ld and work. Then the total area of the caVities
appearing inside the area of the lattice was measured "in unit
squares and recorded. 'I'he specimen was then moved, by use of
the nechanfc aL stage, until the area immediately adjacent to
the one just examined was directly under the lattice, and the
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TABULATION OF POROSITY
E1ectrcx:1eused
Amperage Fleet .We1d No. 7 Fleet Weld No. 5 Marquette Brown
% % %Specimen Porosity SpecillBnPorosity . Specimen Porosity
eo 6162 0.36 7172 0.03 8182 0.12
75 6364 0.22 7374 0.29 8384 0.41
100 6566 0.17 7576 0.18 8586 0.22
125 6768 0.10 7778 0.10 8788 0.13
13) 6970 0.19 7930 0.17 8990 0.19
Plate XVIII
area of pores in this area was recorded. This was continued
untd L the entire width of the weld section bad been covered.
The tot al area occupied by pores in terms of unit squares was
then divided by the total area examined in terms of unit squares
to give fraction of the weld area ocoupt.ed by p:>res ,
Sine e pore s te nd to ass ume crude aphe rical shapes, the
areas of a cross section can be resolved into volumes. Since
the strength of the weld depends on the unit stress times the
area of metal over which it is applied, it is thought that area
would be a pre fer abLe unit.
Significanc e of Micro-pores
Examination of micro-pores was qui te a different natter
due chiefly to their extremely sllllll dimensions. Since the
structural importance was questl enable, because of their neg-
ligible area, a' gystem of random sampling was used. Approximate-
:I¥ in the center of the poIt sbed weld section, three separate
areas were examined. The number' of pores, since their area
could not be res 01ved even by the highest magnification, in
each corner s quare am in one cent ee square of the lattice was
determined. Thus, an average number of micro-pores per unit
square was determined for the particular specimen. The chief
inaccuracy of this msth od was in counting clusters of mioro-
pores and distinguishing such clusters from pores of nornaL
size. However, as will be shown, even such crude determinations
are re lated to the porosity of mcder at e si zed caviti es.•
Inter1%'eta t1on of Porosity Results.
The relationship betweEfhporosity of moderate and micro.
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TABULATION OF MICRO- POROSITY
Electrode used
Fleet Weld No. 7 Fleet Weld No. 5 Marquette Brown
No.pores Novpone s No.pores
Amperage Specimen per unit Spec1n:e n pe r- unit Specimen per unit
area area area
so 6162 8 7172 4 8182 4
75 6364 3 7374 7 8384 3
100 6566 0.5 7576 4 8586. 1
125 6768 1 7778 4 8788 5
150 6970 2 7980 6 8000 3
PJate XIX
dimensions and amperage is a. gradual rise which reaches a max-
imumat amperages lomr than those producing the most stable
arc. Poros i ty the n falls off rapld ly, to a minimumat amperages
.that are approximatel¥ those pr oducdng the most stable arc.
At still higher amperages, there is agai n a gradual rise in
,..
porosity. In the cas e of Fleet weld Number 5, the. .first grad-
ual rise mBi.V be a ssune d to be o.ff the range of the graph, be-
cause maximumarc stability is at auc h :a low amperage.
It is Lnter-es ti ng to noti ce how closely the curves for the
crude determination of micro porOSity duplicate the shape of
those representing normal porosity. In two cas es it my be not-
ed, hos ever-, that the mininum micro porOSity occurs at somewl:at
higher amperage than does the mininum for poresi ty of moderate
d1mensions.
The close correlation between porosity and spatter loss
seems to inctl,cate that both ef'f ect s are dependent on a common
cause. This couJd be arc stability, vhich, in trurn , is a
direct function of the composit1on of the e Iec t.r-od e coating.
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CONCLUSION
Spatter loss es were determined with a naxfmamdeparture
from the nean of ]2% of the total spatter loss. Discrepancies
between methods of determination were chiefly due to unavoid-
able mechanical losses. Spatter losses are apparently direct-
ly related to the stability of the arc.
Three di stinct siz es of cavities were f'cund , BloViholes
are erratically dis tributed, in contrast to pores of moderate
dimensions and pin hole cavities, which are rela.ti vely unif.orm.
Numerous IX' ecautio ns had to be exercised in d1sti nguishing cavi-
.ties from slag inclusions end fore ign natter on the polished
surface. The possibility exists that apparent porosity may be
altered J:ry plastic flow of neta.Ls caused by polishing opera-
tions. This effect nay conceal porosity to S01119 extent. AI-
thoUS1 the consis tency of porosi ty throughout the specdnen was
not determined, results obtained in a given cross section were
sa ti sfactory •
Porosity appearing as intermediate sized cavities and.
micro':'cavities, as well as spatter losses, has an apparent
direct r-eIatd on to arc stability. This, in tu r n, d epend s on
stabilizing. agent s in the electrode coating and the influe noe
of a lip of coating protruii ng beyond the end of the netallic
core. This lip may be related to both electrode composition
and operational amperages.
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